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The health care field is going through digital transformation. Mobile health applications 
(mhealth) brings possibilities in delivering health care in a new way as well as great business 
opportunities for innovative start-ups. In order to create a successful mobile health applica-
tion user-centered designing process is vital. User research must be conducted in order to 
develop the product in a user-centered way.  
 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the user perceptions of Layette maternity ap-
plication. The aim was to find out what are the perceptions of the users of Layette and how 
could Layette be developed to obtain more active users.  
 
The study was conducted with qualitative focus group interviews. First, a pilot interview was 
conducted with three participants and then three focus groups with 7+6+6 participants were 
interviewed. In total 22 parents participated in the focus groups. The interview structure was 
divided in four themes according to the Mobile application rating Scale (uMars) tool of 
Stoyanov et al. 2015.: usability, visual design, content and engagement. The interviews were 
recorded, and the data was transcribed without leaving anything out. Qualitative content 
analysis was performed by using the interview structure’s for categories as pre-set themes.  
 
The results showed that the participants highly appreciated the information in Layette appli-
cation and found it to be very beneficial for those who are pregnant for the first time or have 
just had their first baby. Generally, the usability of the application was considered good, 
though visual design divided opinions in the participants. The content categories in the ap-
plication were considered comprehensive but more profound information was requested. 
The participants were missing more functionalities and more personalization in the applica-
tion. Almost all the participants would have recommended Layette for their friend who is 
pregnant with their first child.  
 
Conclusions of the results can be made that there is a high demand for maternity-related 
mobile health applications and there is great potential in developing Layette for national and 
international markets.  
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Terveyspalvelujen digitalisoituminen tuo monia erilaisia mahdollisuuksia tuottaa palveluita. 
Viime aikoina kehitetyt mobiiliterveyssovellukset ovat tuoneet mahdollisuuksia tuottaa ter-
veyspalveluita uudella tavalla. Ne tuovat myös liiketoimintamahdollisuuksia innovatiivisille 
start-up -yrityksille. Mobiilisovelluksen suunnittelussa käyttäjälähtöisyys on erityisen tär-
keää. Käyttäjälähtöinen suunnitteluprosessi vaatii käyttäjätutkimuksen toteuttamista.  
 
Tämän opinnäytetyön tarkoituksena oli tutkia Layette -äitiyssovelluksen käyttäjäkokemuk-
sia. Tarkoitus oli selvittää mitä mieltä käyttäjät ovat Layette -sovelluksesta ja miten Layettea 
voisi kehittää saamaan lisää aktiivisia käyttäjiä.  
 
Tutkimusmenetelmänä käytettiin laadullista ryhmähaastattelua. Ensin toteutettiin pilotti-
haastattelu kolmella osallistujalla, ja sitten kolme ryhmähaastattelua, joihin osallistui 7+6+6 
henkilöä. Ryhmähaastatteluihin osallistui kokonaisuudessaan 22 henkilöä. Haastattelun ra-
kenne oli jaettu neljään teemaan, Stoyanovin ym. (2015) kehittämää Mobile application ra-
ting scalea mukaellen: käytettävyys, visuaalinen toteutus, sisältö ja sitoutuneisuus. Haastat-
telut nauhoitettiin ja nauhoitukset litteroitiin kokonaisuudessaan. Aineisto analysoitiin käyt-
tämällä laadullisen analyysin metodeja. Aineisto teemoiteltiin haastattelun rakenteen mukai-
sesti.  
 
Tulokset osoittivat, että osallistujat arvostivat Layetten informatiivista sisältöä ja kokivat 
Layetten hyödylliseksi ensimmäistä kertaa raskaana oleville sekä juuri synnyttäneille. Ylei-
sesti sovelluksen käytettävyys koettiin hyvänä, mutta visuaalinen sisältö jakoi mielipiteitä. 
Sisältökategoriat koettiin kattavina, mutta syvällisempää informaatiota kaivattiin. Osallistujat 
kaipasivat lisää toimintoja sekä myös enemmän yksilöllisyyttä sovellukseen. Melkein kaikki 
osallistujat olisivat suositelleet Layettea ystävälleen, joka odottaa ensimmäistä lasta.   
 
Tulosten perusteella voi tehdä johtopäätöksen, että äitiyssovellukselle on kysyntää ja Layet-
tella on paljon potentiaalia kehittyä menestyväksi niin kotimaassa kuin kansainvälisilläkin 
markkinoilla.  
 
Avainsanat mobiiliterveys, käyttäjäkokemus, käyttäjätutkimus, Layette 
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1 Introduction 
Health care field is going through a digital transformation. Digital services will fundamen-
tally change the way we deliver health care. Digital technologies and systems allow 
providing and organizing health care services in a new way. The focus point in digital 
health services will very likely be in health promotion and client empowerment. A good 
example of already widely changed health care process is the development of mobile 
health services. (Riccardi, Barros, Bourek, Brouwer, Kelsey & Lehtonen, 2019:8.) Mobile 
technology has spread rapidly all over the world in last years. There are almost seven 
billion mobile phone subscriptions in the world. (Holopainen 2015.) Mobile applications 
have become a fast-growing business market. The competition is tough. According to 
Juniper Research in 2014 total of 25 billion dollars revenue was obtained from sales of 
mobile applications worldwide (Clark 2011). The rapid adoption of mobile application use 
has enabled the development of wide range of health-related digital services. Mhealth 
provides great opportunities to provide health promotion services both nationally and 
internationally. Mhealth can either replace or extend already existing health services. 
Mhealth applications have become a valuable, effective channel for providing health in-
formation to consumers. (Kreps 2017:123-124.)  
A simple way to create a successful mhealth application does not exist. According to 
McCurdie, Taneva, Casselman, Yeung, McDaniel, Ho & Cafazzo (2017: 49) and Hoehle 
and Venkatesh (2016:436) 25% of downloaded applications are used only once. 80% of 
all the applications are downloaded less than 1000 times (Hoehle & Venkatesh 
(2016:436).  If the user is not immediately engaged, they will not return to the application 
(McCurdie et al. 2017:49). The primary concern of many application provider is how to 
attract and maintain the users and increase the download intentions of the application 
(Lin& Chen 2018:224). Though, the number of mobile applications has increased expo-
nentially in the past few years, only a few has been systematically evaluated (Schnall, 
Cho & Liu, 2017). The mobile application evaluation has traditionally been focused on 
technological usability aspects, instead of content quality and user engagement point-of 
views (Stoyanov, Hides, Kavanagh, Zelenko, Tjondronegoro &Mani:2015).  
Providing great user experience is one of the most effective measures for enhancing 
customer engagement. User experience is a vital feature from which a customer forms 
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an image of the product and the whole company. User-centred design process is essen-
tial when developing any kind of product or a service. Great user experience brings sus-
tainable competitive advantage for the company (Garret 2013:7-13.) and it is a key ele-
ment of product’s successfulness (Goodman, Kuniavsky & Moed 2012:22). 
When developing a product or service conducting user research is vital. Knowledge of 
user experience brings competitive advantage to the company and adds value to the 
product. Investing in user experience has brought superior business value to many suc-
cessful start-ups which have become large enterprises for example Google and Amazon. 
(Hokkanen, Yeugjang & Väänänen 2016.) User research can be conducted in many 
ways from which end-user questionnaires and user interviews are the most common. 
(Verkasalo 2010). 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the user perceptions of Layette -application 
by Applicado Ltd. Layette is a maternity application which provides evidence-based, up-
to-date information about maternity, pregnancy, delivery and child development from 
birth to 3-year-olds. The aim is to provide information for Applicado Ltd how to develop 
their product to engage more users.  
2 Theoretical Framework 
 Health Care Digitalization 
Technology development enables new possibilities in the processes of the society. Dig-
ital technology is integrated in all daily life activities by utilizing the possibilities of digiti-
zation (transforming analogical information to digital form). (Alasoini 2015:26.) Digitali-
zation is a development process which has considered to have begun already in 1980’s 
when the first computers were released to markets. Digitalization has become a trend 
concept in political, business and consumer environments. Digitalization has changed 
the way we communicate with the society and each other. High-speed internet connec-
tions, smart devices and social media have erased the barriers of time and location. 
Digitalization has enabled rapid access to information and provided multiple ways of so-
cialization and communication. (Koiranen, Räsänen & Södergård 2016:24.) 
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Digitalization opens doors for new business opportunities. More and more Internet-based 
start-ups and entrepreneurs enter the market with new innovations. The pace of new 
innovations emerging is rapid, not all will succeed in turning it into a profitable business 
model. High-quality technology alone might not be enough to engage the customers, 
personal value to the customers must be provided in order to make the product popular 
favorite. (Cronin 2011.)  
The demographic change causes growing social and health care needs in the Nordic 
countries which leads the costs of health services grow dramatically. Digitalization and 
technology development are considered key answers to meet these demanding needs. 
It is predicted to be an efficient way to reduce the rising costs. Health care digitalization 
opens new business opportunities for many innovative health technology start-ups. It 
opens opportunities for scalable businesses including mobile applications, mobile tech-
nologies, personal medicine and data analytics. (Saarela, Örtqvist, Simunaniemi & 
Muhos 2017:115-116.) 
Digitalization has already had great impact in health care field, and it will affect the way 
we deliver health care profoundly. The health care field is under “digital transformation”, 
which can be defined as a transition in which more and more health care services are 
digitalized. Digital technologies give opportunities of providing and organizing health care 
services in a new way. Digital technologies offer new opportunities to replace or extend 
health care delivery processes with digital methods. Health care digitalization is not only 
about replacing traditional service in a new digital way, digitalization affects the whole 
organizational and cultural processes of health care delivery. According to World Health 
Organization classification (WHO 2018:1) of health care digital services, digital transfor-
mation includes interventions for clients (current users of health services), interventions 
for health care providers (the workforce of health services), interventions for health sys-
tem and resource managers (the administration of health care system), and interventions 
for data services which includes data collection, management, exchange and use of 
data. Digital transformation brings a fundamental change in health care delivery from 
many dimensions. It is expected that digital solutions will result on more efficient and 
effective health care, more personalized and targeted for specific client, empowerment 
and emphasising the responsibility of the client to participate in their own care. Yet, 
health care service is not automatically efficient if it is digital, it needs to be purposely 
planned and implemented cost-effectively. In order to ensure the value for the client, the 
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user of the service needs to be included in the development and implementation of digital 
health services. Current challenges in health care include the rising costs due to demo-
graphic change and shortage of workforce, health care professionals. Digital services 
can enable cost-reduction and improve productivity, it may also bring possible relieve in 
workforce shortage if digital technologies allow organizing services in a new way. The 
digital transformation also brings challenges in privacy matters, the General Data Pro-
tection Regulation of European Union (EU 2016/678) sets guidelines for digital services 
and data protection. (Riccardi et al. 2019.) 
  Mobile applications 
In the past few years mobile phones have developed tremendously. More than 100% of 
people in the developed countries own a mobile phone (some people have several). The 
rapid development of smart phones has enabled a huge variety of mobile applications to 
be developed. (Hoehle and Venkatesh 2015:435.) App Annie statistics show that in 2018 
there were approximately 3,6 million applications available for Android devices and the 
Apple Appstore included 2 million applications. In 2017 there were more than 175 billion 
application downloads (increased 60% from 2015). Mobile application market was worth 
69,7 billion USD in 2015 and by 2020 it is estimated to grow to 188,9 billion USD. (Picoto, 
Duarte & Pinto 2019:668.)   
A mobile application can be defined as “an IT software artifact that is specifically devel-
oped for mobile operating systems installed on handheld devices, such as smartphones 
or tablet computers.”  Applications can be downloaded into smart devices from mobile 
application stores, or they can be preinstalled into the device. (Hoehle and Venkatesh 
2017:437.)  
People tend to download many applications, but they do not actually use all of them. So, 
to determine whether an application is successful or not more than download times must 
be measured. Sustained and active use of the application should be investigated. (Niel-
sen & Budiu 2012.) Mobile application users tend to download free applications, try them 
and then abandon them easily if they do not meet their needs. This rapid experiencing 
culture brings huge challenge for application development. User-centered approach is 
vital in application development: usability, design and personal content play a big role in 
user engagement. (Holopainen 2015:1286.)  
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The lack of usability has been shown to be the most common reason for the user to 
abandon a mobile application Many applications fail in prioritizing the most valuable as-
pects of the application and the content can be poorly presented which ends up in poor 
user experience. The website interface cannot be directly transferred to an application 
due to mobile devices smaller screen and different screen resolution. though great usa-
bility leads to higher user satisfaction, the concepts of easy learning, effectiveness and 
satisfaction in the system. (Hoehle and Venkatesh 2015:436.) 
 Mobile health  
Garcia -Gomez, de la Torre-Diez, Vicente, Robles, Lopez-Coronado & Rodrigues 
(2014:75) define mobile health as:” the use of wireless technology to deliver health ser-
vices and information on mobile communication devices such as mobile phones, PDAs, 
Smartphones, monitoring devices, e-book readers and iPods. Mobile health, also known 
as mhealth can also be defined as “a mobile digital information technology designed to 
deliver care, track health behaviours or promote health.” (Kreps, 2017).  
The number of health application is increasing exponentially, more than 325 000 health 
applications are now available in mobile application stores. In 2017 there were 78 000 
new health apps downloaded to application stores. There were more than 3,7 billion 
downloads of mhealth application in 2017, increased 16% from 2016. (Maramba, Chat-
terjee & Newman 2019.) World’s leading IT research and advisory company Gartner 
estimated that 500 million people were using health applications already in 2015. (Gar-
cia-Gomez et al. 2014:75.) According to Statista market statistics the mhealth industry 
value in 2019 was already 44.44 billion USD, estimated to grow to 58,8 billion USD in 
2020 (Statista 2019). 
Mhealth has rapidly become more common way to deliver health care, promote health, 
and track health behaviors. Traditional ways of health promotion for example printed 
information leaflets or books, public presentations, and even health care professional 
face-to-face appointments can be replaced or extended with mhealth applications. 
Mhealth enable for example, audio and video usage, telemedicine, web-based messag-
ing and integration of wearable devices. Mhealth enables the customer to access up-to-
date health information whenever and wherever they need it, via their mobile phones. 
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Providing health information via mhealth tools has shown to be an effective way to pro-
mote healthy behaviors and reduce unhealthy lifestyle decisions. Mhealth provides an 
efficient tool for health care professionals to disseminate health information and improve 
health care delivery processes. Interactivity in mhealth applications has constantly been 
developed: mhealth technologies are easily integrated with monitoring devices which 
enable the user to track their health statistics. (Kreps 2017:123-125.) 
Mhealth enables both national and international health promotion. By sharing information 
via mobile applications, it is possible to reach those geographical areas that are not oth-
erwise easy to access. According to the International Telecommunication Union the 
world coverage of commercial wireless signal is 85% and there are approximately 5 bil-
lion mobile subscriptions among the world population. There is a demand for digital 
health innovations in promoting health in low- and middle -income countries. The World 
Health Organization has nominated mhealth as a key innovation in enhancing the new 
Global Strategy for Women’s and Children’s Health. (WHO, 2011)  
According to Garcia-Gomez et al. (2014:76) there are three major health technology cus-
tomer segments in the developed countries: motivated healthy, information seekers and 
chronically monitored. A group of people searching health information actively, the major 
group of “information seekers” are parents who have just had a baby or are expecting a 
baby or are planning pregnancy. Information is searched for example about pregnancy, 
health conditions of baby and mother and breastfeeding and delivery. (Garcia-Gomez et 
al. 2014:76.) According to Garcia-Gomez et al. (2014:76), in 2014 there was already 
3000 maternity-related applications in Google Play and Appstore focusing mostly on foe-
tal development and pregnancy tracking. 70 applications out of these 3000 were focused 
solely on breastfeeding. In 2014 women’s health applications covered 7,1% of applica-
tion markets.  It can be assumed that the number of maternity health applications have 
further increased by 2019.  
According to studies new mothers and pregnant women have reported mhealth applica-
tions and other online sources valuable in providing health information. Mhealth applica-
tions have shown to have impact in pregnant women’s lifestyle choices. Patient empow-
erment and more efficient care delivery has occurred with pre-natal mhealth interven-
tions. (Halili, Liu, Hutchinson, Semeniuk, Redman & Adamo 2018:2.) According to 
Guerra-Reyes, Christie, Prabhakar & Siek (2016), mothers receive a lot of information 
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on pregnancy and delivery, but they are missing out information about infant care and 
self-care regarding post-partum period (Guerra.Reyes et al. 2016). Next generation 
mothers are an important customer segment for reliable, evidence-based mhealth appli-
cations (Halili et al. 2018:2.).   
According to Little, Medhanyie, Yeboyo, Spigt, Dinand & Blanco (2013) mobile health 
applications can be beneficial also in developing health care processes in the third-world 
countries. Mhealth can be used as a tool to empower and educate midwives and other 
health care professionals in low-income countries to develop the maternity health service 
delivery processes. (Little et al. 2013.) 
According to Holopainen 2015, the mhealth is predicted to be an enabler of new innova-
tive health promotion services. Yet, mhealth is facing the same problem as all other dig-
ital health services: how to engage the right target group. According to literature search 
by Platt et al. (2016) on wellness mobile applications, the important factors affecting the 
user engagement was enjoyability, and increase in features and interactivity. Additional 
features keep users motivated and engaged. Individualisation (tailored experience), data 
entry and feedback and alarms and rewards were considered motivational features. 
(Platt et al. 2016:120.) 
 User experience  
User experience can be defined as an experience which the user has when they are 
using the product or service in a real-life situation (Garret 2013:7-13).  User experience 
aims to describe what is it like to use the product or service. User experience is not about 
the inner functionalities of the product, user experience happens when a person encoun-
ters the product. Every time a product is used an experience is created. If users have 
unsatisfying experience with a product, they are not likely to come back to it. If a com-
petitor provides better experience users will choose their product. Good user experience 
has a great effect in customer engagement. More and more companies have started to 
recognize the value of investing in user experience. The customer’s image of the com-
pany is greatly affected by the user experience of the product. Great user experience 
can be a sustainable competitive advantage that rises the company above their compet-
itors. Great user experience is one of the most effective factors in building customer 
loyalty. Functions, features or even successful branding might not be enough to engage 
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users if the user experience is not satisfying enough. (Garret 2013:7-13.) The user-ex-
perience is the key element of a successful product (Goodman et al. 2012:22). 
The practice of creating great user experiences is called user-centered design. When 
creating a product or a service, the user point-of-view is taken into consideration in every 
phase. All the possible actions that the user might take or expectations they have must 
be analyzed throughout the design process. (Garret 2013:7-13.)  
Though good user experience does not automatically lead to successful product, a bad 
end-user experience almost always leads to product failure.  Yet, user-experience rating 
scale is not only good or bad, mediocre products can sometimes be even worse than 
complete failures. In mediocre products it is not always clear where the problem is, and 
it can lead to more serious problems in product design. With bad end-user results the 
problems of the product are often easier to recognize and fix. (Goodman et al. 2012:22.) 
A good starting point for user-centered design is usability. The ISO (the International 
Organization for Standardization) standard ISO 9241-11:2018, 3.1.1 defines usability as 
“extent to which a system, product or service can be used by specified users to achieve 
specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of 
use” (ISO 2019). All the products and services vary as well as user experience varies 
from user to user, but generally it can be defined that usable products are efficient, func-
tional and desirable for their intended target group. The user expects the product to func-
tion in a certain way. The product should be able to perform the things it is supposed to 
do. The things should be performed efficiently: quickly and easily. The product should be 
desirable, meaning the emotional aspect of the usage of the product. The end-user 
should gain happiness and pleasure when operating the product. Good usability usually 
equals good design, but not all good design is usable. Great usability leads to the user 
to be able to do what they need to do, quickly and easily enough and they are happy as 
they do it. (Goodman et al. 2012: 23.)  
When providing product with information content, delivering information on a subject for 
example in a web site or mobile application it is also essential to take user experience 
into consideration. Simply inserting information might not be the most effective way to 
engage users, the user design requires the information to be understandable and effec-
tive.  (Garret 2013:12.) Also, the visual design of the product is major influencing factor 
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when a customer is choosing a product. Package design, logo design and other exterior 
elements influences end-user’s decision-making. However, few researches have been 
made concerning the mobile applications visual designs relation to end-user perceptions. 
(Lin and Chen 2018:212.) 
Though investing in user experience brings competitive advantage, many software start-
ups lack resources for it. With limited resources of time, money and employees, startups 
(new, temporary organizations that have little or no operating history) have great chal-
lenge in finding a scalable business models, and successful products for international 
markets. Involving users in early development of the product and spreading word can 
lead to direct business benefits. According to Hokkanen et al. (2016) focusing on user 
experience creates two-dimensional value for software start-ups: value for user, and 
value for the business. Collecting user feedback in early phases of product development, 
providing valuable information for stakeholders, involving users in product design pro-
cess and encouraging the potential customers to spread the word, can be the first user 
experience investments for startups. (Hokkanen et al. 2016.) 
 User research 
User research aims to find out what are the users’ perceptions of the product or service. 
Goodman et al. (2012) defines user research as “a process of figuring out how people 
interpret and use products and services.” Conducting user research during or after prod-
uct design can enhance the usability and successfulness of the product. (Goodman et 
al. 2012:3.) Mobile user behavior and user experience data is needed in application de-
velopment and marketing. User research can be conducted for example by questionnaire 
surveys, interviews, pre-planned laboratory tests or operators’ CRM database analysis. 
(Verkasalo 2010.) Questionnaire surveys have been the most traditional method for gath-
ering data of user experience. Web-based questionnaires allow the user to answer the 
questionnaire whenever it is suitable for them, and it enables the reach wide number of 
end-users. Questionnaires can consist of both close-ended and open-ended questions. 
Another efficient method for end-user perceptions research is conducting interviews. The 
interviewer can ask questions from end-users of specific research interest. Interviews 
are more interactive way of collecting user-experience data, compared to web-based 
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questionnaires. Yet, interviews can be costly and slow to implement, also, logistical prob-
lems must be dealt with. Both research methods can also be combined to gather subjec-
tive data of user perceptions. (Verkasalo 2010.)  
 Mobile application evaluation 
The amount of mobile applications has grown exponentially in the past few years, yet 
there has been no reliable way to evaluate the quality of mobile applications. The only 
rating possibility for consumers has been “the star rating” and leaving a short, written 
review in the application store. Despite the rapidly growing amount of health applications 
few have been systematically evaluated (Schnall et al. 2018).  
Usually when web sites or mobile applications has been evaluated the focus has been 
in usability. Usability has been identified as the key element in evaluating digital health 
applications (Maramba, Chatterjee & Newman. 2019:96.) Heuristic evaluation methods 
have been the most widely used when evaluating usability. Heuristic evaluation was cre-
ated by Jakob Nielsen in 1994. The Nielsen heuristic consist of 10 evaluation criteria by 
which mobile application interface or any technological device can be evaluated. Niel-
sen’s categories for heuristic evaluation are: Visibility of system status, match between 
system and the real world, user control and freedom, consistency and standards, error 
prevention, recognition rather than recall, flexibility and efficiency of use, aesthetic and 
minimalist design, help users recognize, diagnose and recover from errors, help and 
documentation.  Many new evaluation tools have been developed deriving from Nielsen’s 
heuristics over the years. For usability evaluation heuristic evaluation method is efficient. 
(Kientz, Kyoung, Birch, Maharaj, Fonville, Glasson & Mundt 2010:556.) 
Previous evaluation tools have been focused mostly on technical aspects or they have 
been very specific for certain field of applications. (Stoyanov et al. 2015.) Stoyanov et al. 
(2015) formed an objective reliable tool for health and well-being mobile application eval-
uation. The Mobile App Rating Scale (The MARS) was build based on wide literature 
review concerning web or app quality rating criteria. The MARS is the first health appli-
cation evaluation tool that evaluates applications with multiple dimensions. Stoyanov et 
al. ended up forming an objective rating tool with four objective quality categories: en-
gagement, functionality, aesthetics, and information quality, and one subjective quality 
category which included 23 subcategories. Each category can be evaluated in Likert 
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scale 1-5 and total evaluation points of the application are received when adding up 
points from each category. (Stoyanov et al. 2015). The MARS tool was initially created 
for clinicians to evaluate the quality of health applications. After research-based applica-
tion rating analyses the health care professionals can feel confident to recommend spe-
cific mhealth application to their clients.  
Stoyanov and their colleagues developed the tool further for more simpler direction in 
order to enable the using of the tool for clinicians with no training for the use of the tool 
as well as the end-users of applications. (Stec, Arbour & Hines 2019: 328.) The category 
“Engagement” includes questions of the user perception of entertainment, interest, cus-
tomization, interactivity and valid target group. “Functionality” category consists of per-
formance, ease of use, navigation and gestural design of the interface. “Aesthetics”-cat-
egory consists of questions about the graphics, layout and visual appeal. “Information” 
category analyses the quality and quantity of information, visual information and the cred-
ibility. All questions are close-ended questions with Likert scale of 1-5, 1 meaning inad-
equate and 5 meaning excellent. The uMars-tool is easy to use without any pre-training 
of the tool. The simplified tool uMARS is presented in table 1.  
Engagement Entertainment, Interest, Customization, Interactivity, Target Group 
Functionality Performance, Ease of use, Navigation, Gestural design 
Aesthetics Layout, Graphics, Visual appeal  
Information Quality of information, Quantity of information, Visual information, 
Credibility 
Table 1. uMars tool, 4 objective quality categories modified from Stoyanov & al. (2015). 
 
3 Layette -application 
Layette is a maternity application produced by Applicado Ltd. Layette consists of evi-
dence-based information about maternity, pregnancy and child development from birth 
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to 3 years of age. When searching information from the Internet, controversial and non-
reliable information can be found. Layette combines the evidence-based information in 
one application. The benefit of Layette application is that it can always be quickly up-
dated when new evidence-based information is received, unlike books or information 
leaflets. Finland is known for its high-quality maternity care services. Finnish quality is 
emphasized in Layette marketing. (Tekniikka&Talous 12.10.2017.)   
Layette is available for download from Google Play and Appstore. Layette application is 
free for users, the revenue comes solely from advertisements. Rapid internationalization 
is planned to English-speaking countries, France, Germany, Japan and China. 
(Tekniikka&Talous 12.10.2017.)   
Applicado Ltd has four owners and two employees. Applicado Ltd was nominated the 
most growth-potential start-up company of digital health in 2016 in Finland and spring 
2019 they won Japanese NTT data innovation competitions Nordic and Baltic section 
and it was listed as the 11. potential start-up. Applicado has several co-operative part-
ners such as Mannerheim league of child welfare, Finnish diabetes association and Finn-
ish heart association. In Finland every third pregnant mother has downloaded Layette-
application. (Yrittäjät -news 3.5.2019.) 
4 Purpose and aims 
The Purpose of this study is to investigate the user experiences of Layette application. 
The aim is to make Layette more attractive to users and to gain more active users.  
Research questions 
 What are the users’ perceptions of Layette? 
 How can Layette be made more attractive to the users? 
 What kind of content would the target group want? 
 How can Layette be developed in order to gain more active users? 
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5 Methodology 
 Theoretical Framework 
Data for the theoretical framework was gathered by conducting a database search. Da-
tabases used were Business Source Elite, IEEE Xplore, Pubmed and Cinahl. The search 
was conducted with keywords “mobile health application”, “mhealth”, “user experience”, 
“user research”, “health care digitalization”, “user-centered design”. Inclusion criteria for 
articles was English or Finnish language, published 2015-2019. During the writing pro-
cess several database searches were conducted to obtain more relevant updated data. 
Peer-reviewed articles were preferred. Several theses, with similar subject written by 
other students from Universities of Applied Sciences in Finland were also searched from 
Theseus-database and read through. Relevant articles were also found from the refer-
ence lists of those theses.  
 Group Discussion  
Conducting marketing research with qualitative methods enables investigating target 
groups’ feelings, sensations, attitudes and motives. Qualitative studies aim to answer the 
questions why and how people are acting like they do. It aims to find out what factors are 
affecting target groups’ decisions, why do they choose to buy a specific product or use 
a specific service. Qualitative marketing research offers a possibility to find out what are 
the perceptions of the target group to a specific product or a specific feature in the prod-
uct. Qualitative data increases understanding of the target group behaviour. The limita-
tion in qualitative research is that the survey sampling is usually relatively small, and it 
might not be enough to generalize target group behaviour. (Mäntyneva, Heinonen & 
Wrange 2003:69-70) 
The purpose of this study was to explore the parents’ perceptions about Layette mobile 
application. The study was conducted with qualitative approach by using group discus-
sions as a method. Group discussion can be beneficial in market research. When eval-
uating and processing new innovations and concepts the most common method is focus 
group discussions. New ideas and perspectives come up in the interaction with the par-
ticipants and new unexpected point-of-views may rise. (Valtonen 2005:226.) 
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Focus group discussion is a pre-arranged meeting in which pre-selected people are in-
vited for focused discussion about a certain subject. The facilitator of the group discus-
sion does not participate actively in the discussion. The facilitator is guiding the discus-
sion towards pre-set goals and encourages participants to discuss the subject (Valtonen 
2005:223). 
The difference of a group discussion and group interview is the interaction between the 
participants and the facilitator. In a group interview the facilitator is conducting personal 
interviews for each participant and group discussion is not encouraged whereas in the 
focus group discussion the interaction between the participants is in a focus point and 
the facilitator is only offering themes about the research for the participants to comment 
and discuss. Materials and products can be used to enhance the discussion. (Valtonen 
2005: 223-224.)    
In marketing research, focus group interviews can be used to gain deeper understanding 
how consumers and specific target groups are acting. Focus group interviews are mainly 
applied in consumer research. Focus groups give excellent opportunity to explore the 
target group consumers preferences, satisfaction or frustration to a use of a specific 
product. The focus groups enhance authentic connection to the users of the product. 
The ideal focus group size is 7-12 participants in order to keep the discussion intensive 
and to obtain different views on the subject. If the group is larger than 12 participants, it 
may reduce the authentic discussion, in the other hand less than 7 participants can result 
in too cohesive opinions. (Mäntyneva et al. 2000:78-80.) 
The successfulness of the focus groups depends a lot on the facilitator. It is their respon-
sibility to enhance focused conversation about the subject in the group. If enough well-
founded arguments are not expressed the data from the group discussion may remain 
shallow. It is also important to enable the equitable division of participation in the discus-
sion. Individual dominant participants may distort the group point-of-view which may in-
correctly lead to an impression that their opinions represent the group opinion. Important 
task for the facilitator is also to detect the emotional aspect of the participant to the dis-
cussed subject. The key element for the facilitator is to aim the discussion in a direction 
which brings understanding to specific pre-set research problems. If the discussion goes 
to “wrong tracks” the facilitator will gently guide it to right direction, but then again it must 
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be made sure that relevant opinions and thoughts are not limited with too much guidance. 
(Mäntyneva et al. 2000:79-80.)  
Important part of arranging focus group discussions is the sampling of the participants. 
The participants should have enough knowledge and information on the subject, and the 
participants should have similarities with each other in some extent. All participants 
should share interest on the subject. Usually, it is not relevant to conduct more than three 
similar focus groups, only little benefit is gained from additional group discussions. Prior 
to the group discussions the facilitator creates detailed structure of the themes for the 
discussions. The structure consists of open-ended questions which emerge new ideas 
and thrive discussion forward. (Mäntyneva et al. 2000:82-83.) 
 Structure of the interview 
In this study a semi-structured focus group interviews were conducted. The structure of 
the interview was build based on The Mobile application rating scale -tool by Stoyanov 
et al (2015). This specific tool was chosen for interview framework because information 
was needed from many dimensions of the application, not only the application usability. 
The uMars -tool is specifically developed for health applications and is highly recom-
mended evaluation tool to be used for specific content. The uMars tool is created for 
quantitative evaluation of mobile application. This study was conducted with qualitative 
focus group interviews, and it was then decided that the tool is not suitable for this spe-
cific study as such since it produces quantitative data, but it offers good framework for 
the structure of focus group interviews. The categories from the uMars tool were set as 
themes in the interview structure: Functionality/Usability, aesthetics/visual design, infor-
mation/content, engagement and satisfaction. Open questions were then created under 
each theme to guide the focus group discussions.  The structure of the interview is pre-
sented in appendix 2.  
 Implementation 
The data in this study was collected by conducting focus group discussions. The inclu-
sion criteria for participants were parents of 0-3-year-old child or expecting their first 
child, they have a smart phone and are able to download and use Layette application 3 
weeks prior to the interview date and they agree to the terms of use of the interview data. 
All the participants were expected to be able to give their opinion and participate in the 
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group discussion in Finnish. All the interviews were conducted in Finnish. The partici-
pants were collected via social media channels and personally from family cafés in Hel-
sinki Jätkäsaari. Snowball recruitment technique was also used, the recruited partici-
pants were requested to ask their friends to participate with them. In total 19 parents 
were interviewed in the focus groups. In addition to that 3 participants participated in a 
pilot interview prior to the focus groups. In total 22 participants were involved in the data 
gathering. 
Before the data collection interviews, a pilot interview was conducted with 3 participants 
to test the structure of the interview and the recording sound and facilities. Pilot interview 
participants had the same inclusion criteria, except they had downloaded Layette appli-
cation one week prior to the interview. The pilot interview was successful and after the 
pilot interview no changes were made in the interview structure.  
First interview session included seven participants, second session six participants and 
third session six participants. In all three focus groups, there was an outside observer 
present to observe the body language and interaction of the participants. The discussion 
was recorded with Samsung S9 smart phone. All participants filled an e-form question-
naire of pre-information before starting the interview. The link was sent to them via e-
mail or Facebook messenger. The pre-questionnaire is attached as appendix 1.  
In the beginning of the interviews all the participants were informed about the use of the 
data in the study. All the material, including the recordings and transcriptions of the re-
cordings are discarded immediately when the thesis is published. No names of the par-
ticipants will be asked in any phase of the interview and the results will be presented in 
a way that no one can be recognized. All participants have agreed that the data can be 
used in master’s thesis and Applicado Ltd’s product development. 
The discussion sessions were approximately one hour long. The whole discussion of the 
groups was recorded, and nothing was left out. The discussion was semi-structured. The 
author of the thesis did not participate in the discussion but asked specifying questions 
and led the conversation according to the pre-created structure. A lot of time was given 
to the discussion to “flow” without interruption in order to emerge new ideas and opinions. 
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 Content analysis 
Content analysis is a method to analyze qualitative data, it consists of getting acquainted 
with the data, organizing, classifying (coding) the data as well as interpreting, analyzing 
and discussing with the data. The participants of the interviews do not tell the answer to 
research questions or the results of the study, the data must be analyzed with content 
analysis methods to obtain the results. (Ruusuvuori, Nikander & Hyvärinen 2010:10)   
Prior to the analyses process, the data needs to be classified and organized. The organ-
izing process enables the discussion and analytical evaluation of the data, it also en-
hances combining the findings to the theoretical framework of the study. Not only one 
method exists to implement qualitative content analysis. The approach to the data anal-
ysis is affected by the point-of-view of the researcher and the layout of the research 
questions. (Ruusuvuori et al. 2010:11) 
The phases of the data analysis consist of classification of data, analysis of data and 
interpretation of data. These three phases are linked together and may often overlap. 
The first phase of content analysis is transcribing the recorded interview data. The tran-
scription of data can be done by writing every single word of the interview from the re-
cordings or writing only selected parts of the interviews. (Hirsjärvi and Hurme 2000:140.) 
If limitations are made, they need to be reasonably justified and followed consistently. 
(Ruusuvuori et al.2010:14) 
Analysis of theme interview data is usually analyzed according to themes or types. The-
matizing can be defined as classifying and simplifying the data according to themes. 
Themes are features that are common for many participants. Themes that rise from the 
data are at least the pre-set themes of the interview, but other themes can also emerge. 
Simply thematizing is done by recognizing same meanings from different participants 
arguments and classifying them into same category. (Hirsjärvi and Hurme 2000:173).   
After the classification and thematizing the data, the actual analyzes is done. The aim of 
the analyzes is to find successful interpretations. The same data can be interpreted from 
many point-of-views. (Hirsjärvi and Hurme 2000:150.) The classified data is analyzed 
systematically finding meanings and interpretations behind the straight quotes. Conclu-
sions are then made from these analytical interpretations. Analytical conclusions linked 
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with theoretical framework provides new perspectives for the reader. (Ruusuvuori et 
al.2010:29) 
In this study, the group discussion recordings were transcribed as a whole, by the author 
of the thesis, without leaving anything out. It was considered there is no valid reason to 
limit the transcription. After transcribing the data, it was read thoroughly several times to 
have deeper understanding. The transcribed data was then analyzed with theory-based 
content analysis methods. The data was classified and re-arranged according to pre-set 
themes of the interview: usability, visual design, content and engagement. The interview 
structure was used as an analysis structure. The data was then read thoroughly again 
and answers for research questions were searched from each theme category by the-
matizing the classified data. The data was then again coded under each research ques-
tion. The data was read through several times to find all arguments from each theme that 
are either perceptions of Layette (positive, negative, neutral), or development ideas or 
perceptions of what would engage the user to use Layette. The answer for research 
questions were then marked with different colors to point out which research question it 
answers to, the relevance of the answer and the perception is positive, negative, or neu-
tral. Development ideas were coded as a separate category. The data was then rear-
ranged according to those themes.  
6 Results 
 Participant information 
All participants answered a pre-questionnaire before participating the interview. The 
questionnaire was answered in e-form and sent to the participants via e-mail or Face-
book messenger. The questionnaire was performed by SurveyMonkey free question-
naire forms. The questionnaire included 10 questions about participant’s background 
relevant to the group discussion, see appendix 1. 19 participants were included in the 
group discussions in groups of seven, six and six.  
13 out of 19 participants were age group 30-35 years. Only two out of 19 were under 30-
year old. Three participants were age group 36-40 and one participant over 40 years old. 
See figure 1 for age division of the participants.  
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Figure 1. The age groups of the participants.  
16 out of 19 were female and two were male participants. One participant did not want 
to specify their gender. 18 out of 19 participants had either bachelor’s or master’s degree. 
Only one participant had completed upper secondary schooling as their highest educa-
tion. 16 out of 19 participants were married or lived in cohabitation with their spouse. 
Three participants were single parents. 
Five participants were expecting a child. The group discussion revealed that four of the 
participants were first time pregnant and one participant was pregnant for the second 
time. The questionnaire had not separate option for first time pregnant or second time 
pregnant. Five of the participants had one child. Nine participants had two children and 
one participant had three children.  Figure 2 visualizes the number of the participants’ 
children.  
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Figure 2. The number of children in the family of the participants 
The age of participants’ children varied from 0-6 years so that every participant had at 
least one child under three years of age at the time of the group discussion. The age 
division of the participant’s children is presented in figure 3.  
 
Figure 3. The age division of participants’ children 
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 Results  
6.2.1 Usability 
The participants found Layette application “logical” and “clear”. The application was gen-
erally found easy to use. No one reported of any malfunction or abnormalities of the utility 
of the application. Participants found it a good feature that all the sections are possibly 
to read immediately and not restricted for example according to their pregnancy week.  
”Ei mulla ainakaan tullut mitään mikä olis ärsyttänyt vastaan, musta se oli suht looginen.” 
 
(”at least I did not come across anything that would have annoyed me, I thought it was 
quite logical.”) 
  
”Mulla ainakin toimi ihan moitteettomasti, on mun mielestä helppo käyttää, on helppo 
löytää hakemansa.”  
 
(” At least for me it functioned correctly, in my opinion easy to use, it is easy to find what 
you are looking for”) 
The only negative thing that was pointed out was the location of “the Daily news” selec-
tion on the first page of the application.  Some participants had found it difficult to operate 
with one finger, they considered it to be too close to another menu. They found the place 
where they should click to open “Daily news” is too small. Some participants had not 
found “The Daily news” at all. Some participants were confused to which child the Daily 
news is targeted to. They reported if they had inserted more than one child into the ap-
plication, they would only get Daily news about one child and it was not clearly marked 
to which child it is meant to. Some participants pointed out that the Daily news is not 
changing daily, so they considered the headline to be a little bit misleading.  
Some participants were missing “a page map”, from which they could more easily find 
what they were looking for inside the application. Search -option also was missed, the 
participants would have found it useful that the user could search by using a keyword 
and then all the articles that include the specific keyword would then be listed in a search. 
Listing of the all topics was requested. One participant had an idea that all the articles 
that the user has read would be marked somehow, for example with a green dot, and 
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they would be listed somewhere. It would make it easier to come back to the articles 
again. Some participants were also missing a feature that would make the text turn side-
ways. They brought up that they had tried to turn their mobile phone, but the text does 
not turn horizontally. Also, when watching the videos some participants would have ex-
pected the videos to turn horizontally on the mobile screen. Some participants also re-
quested for subtitles for videos. The videos in which only one person is talking was es-
pecially considered to need subtitles. Also, some participants were lacking the oppor-
tunity to resize the text a little bit bigger.   
 
The first page of the application raised conversation in almost all the groups. It was crit-
icized that a name for the unborn child must be given before entering the application, 
they were hoping due date of the baby would be enough. Some participants hoped for 
more customization when the details of the children are inserted in the application. They 
were hoping that when they click their child’s name it would automatically open the arti-
cles under the specific age of the child, not the whole list of age groups.  
 
”Sitä mun piti sanoa, että tässä olis aika huippua, jos olis niinku mullakin on kaksi lasta 
merkattu tähän, mut sit ku mä painan tästä lapsen kohdalta niin siitähän tulee nää kaikki 
ikäryhmät 0-1v ja sitte tänne kolmevuotiaaksi asti et jos tänne kuitenkin ilmotetaan ne iät 
niin ois hienoa jos siitä avautuis suoraa sen ikäryhmän se.” 
 
“That is what is was supposed to say that it would be great if would be like I have two 
children marked here, but then when I click this child then opens all these age groups 0-
1 y and then to 3 years-old so if I insert the ages it would be great if that would open the 
certain age group. “ 
 
6.2.2 Visual Design 
The visual design of the application sparked a debate in almost all the interview groups. 
Some participants found the visual design modern and pleasant, while some participants 
found them old-fashioned and out-dated. Some participants pointed out that the pictures 
in the application remind them of “image bank photos”. In their opinion it seemed the 
pictures were not particularly planned for this application; they were chosen from image 
banks. Some found that the visual design was not homogenous in all the sections of the 
application and it had annoyed some participants. Some pointed out that pictures looked 
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stereotypically” American” and they wondered if pictures could be changed to represent 
Finnish values more. More diversity was also requested among the models in the pic-
tures. According to the interviews the models in the pictures looked very “white” “young” 
and “western”, multiculturality and age variance was requested. In two interview groups 
rouse a discussion about the visual design being a little bit ” heteronormative”, it was 
discussed that a picture of a female couple would be nice to see also in this kind of 
application to present the variety of different kind of families.  
”No mun mielestä, ehkä mä nyt ajattelen sillee pelkästään, että suomalainen näkökulma 
tai että perus suomalainen näkökulma mä haluaisin nähdä eri rotuisia ihmisiä eri ikäisiä 
ihmisiä ja mun mielestä olis kiva nähdä naispari täällä tai muuta niinku että se ei yhtään 
haittais tulis sellainen niinku suomalaisia arvoja kuvaava. mut toki en tiedä voi olla, että 
on erilaisia ihmisiä, että voi olla, että joillekin ihmisille se sit sopii tää että tää on niin 
tällainen klassinen. ehkä sit niinku hajuton ja mauton mut mä jotenkin ajattelisin et se 
olis kiva, jos siellä olis vähän niinku vaihtelua.” 
(“Well in my opinion, maybe I think now only that Finnish point-of view or that basic Finn-
ish point-of view, I would like to see people of different race, different aged people and 
in my opinion would be nice to see a female-couple here and something like that, it would 
not bother at all, it would reflect more Finnish values. but of course, I don’t know it can 
be that there is different kind of people and for some people it fits that this is so classic. 
maybe like odourless and tasteless, but I would think it would be nice if there was a little 
bit of variety.) 
”…sitten tosta visuaalisuudesta täällä on muutama kuva, joka on tyylillisesti sitten vähän 
erityyppinen, et täällä on sellaista videosta napattua henkilökuvaa ja sitten kuvituskuvaa, 
joka on sitte vähän erilaista kuin nää muut tällaiset kuvapankkimaiset kuvat, että se ei 
sitten ole ihan täydellisesti yhdenmukainen tästä se visuaalinen linja, joka tässä on va-
littu. Ja et sitten tulee mieleen et onks tää joku irrallinen sisältö tää lapsen ylipaino, ku 
tässä on nyt sitten käytetty tätä logoa niinku kuvana mut sit täältä tulee sit taas niinkun 
kuvituskuvat tai noi valokuvat. ” 
 
(”…then about visuality here are a few photos that are different style, here is a profile 
photo taken from a video and there are illustrative photos which are a little bit different 
than these other picture bank-like photos that it is not perfectly unified visual style which 
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has been chosen. And then I start to think that is this separate content this child’s over-
weight because here this logo has been used as a picture but then here there are again 
those illustrated photos of those photographs.”) 
Some participants were also missing photos of men participating in childcare. The par-
ticipants pointed out that the only photos of men were found under the fatherhood section 
and a picture of a male surgeon performing a c-section. They pointed out that including 
also pictures of men taking care of babies normalizes equal parenting and represents 
modern families better.  
”… ja sit se on jännä, että ainoa kohta missä sä näet ketään miehiä tässä niin on tää 
isyys, et niinku et ihan hyvin täällä vois olla vaikka kasvatuksessa tai ensiavussa tai ko-
tihoidossa, erityisesti kotihoidossa pitäisi olla joku mies (muut osallistujat nauravat) joka 
juo sitä latteaan tai sillee niinku että oirehaussa vois olla epätoivoisia isiä mutta… ” 
 
”…and then it is interesting that only place where you see any men here is this father-
hood, like there could be for example in up-bringing or first-aid or homecare, especially 
in home care there should be some man (other participants laughing) who is drinking his 
latte and like in symptom search could be desperate dads but…” 
 
In the pilot interview the group discussed about the atmosphere in the photos. The par-
ticipants discussed if the atmosphere in the images represent the life they have with their 
small children. In their opinion the images did not exactly represent the reality: they might 
give a little bit glorified picture of family life. The participants discussed that they would 
like the pictures to show that life is not always perfect. They were thinking that more 
realistic pictures would bring sense of support: “I am not the only one who is struggling”. 
More realistic photos would make the application more relatable and might engage more 
users. 
 
”Et sit jos se on tosi isossa ristiriidassa tän tää sovelluksen vaikka visuaalinen maailma 
tavallaan kuin mitä se oikea lapsiperhearki on ja miltä se todellisuus näyttää niin sitten-
hän siinä voi tulla sellainen fiilis että tää tää ei nyt kerro että tää ei oo relevanttia sisältöä 
mulle että tää ei kerro niinku mun arjesta että……..niinpä, että se ei haittaa, että se ei 
näytä vaikka siltä et kun sä meet lapsen kanssa puistoon et se ei oo niinku tän näköistä 
(näyttää kuvaa jossa kaksi lasta istuu kiltisti nurmikolla) (kaikki nauravat)” 
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“and then if it is very big conflict this application’s for example visual world in a way like 
what the real family life is and what the reality looks like then there can come a feeling 
that this is not telling, that this is not relevant content for me and this is not telling about 
my life….indeed that it does not matter that it does not look like when you go to park with 
a child it is not like this (showing a picture where two children are sitting nicely on the 
yard). (all laughing)” 
 
Most of the participants had noticed advertisements inside the application. The adver-
tisements were considered acceptable because the application itself is free for users. 
The assumption was that free for users usually includes advertisements. The participants 
found that the amount of advertisements was moderate, and they were marked clearly 
and discreetly. The participants were happy there were no pop-up advertisements inter-
rupting the using of the application. Some of the participants had not noticed any adver-
tisements at all. The only advertisement that had particularly drawn participants’ attention 
was Moomin diaper -advertisement. The advertisement was placed under diaper-age 
and potty training -section. Some found it too much of “marketing talk”.  
  
”Mun mielestä sit jos tavallaan vertaa noihin ”jenkki äppeihin” niin ei se niinku sillee vält-
tämättä tuntunut suurelta mainosten määrä tai sillee se kun Suomessa yleensä kerro-
taan aika nätisti että tässä nyt on mainos niin ei se tullu sillee häiritsevästi” 
 
”In my opinion if you kind of compare to “yankee apps” it like did not necessarily feel like 
big amount of advertisement or like in Finland usually it is told quite nicely that here is 
now an advertisement, it did not come like disturbingly.” 
 
6.2.3 Content 
According to the interviews the first impressions of the content of the application were 
that there was a lot of information on many different themes, but the articles seemed to 
be quite short and general. Generally, the headlines were seen relevant and the catego-
ries were considered logical entities.  
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”Mulla taas tuli ehkä vähän sellainen olo itellä, että täällä oli TOSI paljon eri aihealueista 
niinku tietoa, että hirveen laajalta mut sit kun hait siitä yhdestä spesifistä niin vaikka kui-
vaksi opettelu niin sit se oli ihan hirveen yleisluontoinen ja semmonen, että pitää joka 
tapauksessa mennä jonnekin muualle hakemaan tietoa lisää, että tavallaan valtavasti 
tietoa mutta oikeastaan vaan pintaraapaisu…” 
“For me, I started to feel that here were A LOT of information on different categories, 
very widely but then when you search for one specific for example potty training, then 
that was very general and like I had to anyway go to some other place for more infor-
mation, in a way a lot of information but actually it only scratched the surface….” 
Not all participants had found the reference list of the application. Some wondered where 
this all information is from. Some had found the list of reference but were lacking the 
information which reference is used in which part of the texts. Some criticized the refer-
ences being quite old. Some references in the list were not considered reliable. All inter-
view groups discussed the option of placing the right reference under each text part and 
not as one list under “information about the application”. They were thinking it would 
increase the thrust-worthiness and would be beneficial when reader wants to search 
more information about the subject. Some participants suggested the reference list 
should be hyperlinked, so the information could be checked also from other sources.  
”Ja ite just mietin noita lähteitä siinä ku mä katoin sitä kasvatusasiaa ihan oman ammat-
tinikin puolesta. niinku tietää, että kasvatusteorioita ja -filosofioita löytyy ihan hirvittävän 
laajalti ja tutkimuksia voi tulkita monenlaisesta näkökulmasta, että sinänsä se olis aina 
hirveen tärkeä tietää kun kerrotaan joku asia niin mihin se perustuu ja mihin lähteeseen 
koska niistä voi olla hyvin erilaisia.” 
“And I was just thinking about the references that when I looked at the up-bringing part 
also from my own vocation perspective, as one knows there are a different up-bringing 
theories and philosophies very widely and studies can be interpreted from many angles, 
so it would be always very important when you tell something to show what it is based 
on and from which source because there can be very different.”   
”Mä erittelisin täältä nyt sellaiset niinku Käypä hoitosuositukset ja neuvolaoppaat, lasten-
neuvolaoppaat ja sitten näitä niinku ihan oikeita tavallaan kansallisen tason suosituksia 
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sellaisia oikeita lähteitä ja sitten siellä seassa on joku vau.fi, no niinku se tavallaan sit 
romuttaa sen aikaisemman luottamuksen kokonaan siitä. 
“I would distinguish from here now like Käypä hoito-recommendations and neuvola-in-
formation and then like these real kind of national level recommendations kind of like real 
sources and then among them there is like vau.fi, well like it kind of then crushes the 
thrust-worthiness from the whole thing. “ 
Some participant would have wanted the application to include some interviews or com-
ments from health care professionals for example from paediatricians. One participant 
suggested would be nice if the author of the application would introduce herself when 
the application opens, in her opinion it would increase the thrust-worthiness:  
”Siinä ehkä vois olla niinku siinä ku ottaa sitä aplikaatiota käyttöön niin vähän niinku 
kerrottu taustaa siinä et että on oikeesti ihan terveydenhuoltoalan ammattilainen ky-
seessä ja kuka ohjelmiston on tehnyt, niin se herättäis ehkä vielä enemmän luottamusta. 
jos se tulis siinä alussa. Esim. Hei minä olen Sari ja olen tehnyt tämän yhdessä sen ja 
sen kanssa.” 
“It could be like when you start using the application there would be background infor-
mation that a healthcare professional has made this and it would increase the thrust-
worthiness. If it would come in the beginning for example Hello! I am Sari and I have 
made this together with her and him.” 
Pregnancy 
In pregnancy section the food restriction list raised conversation in all the groups. The 
list was considered a very positive feature and very important part of pregnancy section. 
The list was found very useful for example to be used when eating out in a restaurant, it 
is faster to open Layette to check than to find the right information from Google. Some 
participants were only worried if the list is regularly updated, since the recommendations 
change often. Some participants hoped that more information about the specific food 
would appear by clicking the name of the food, for example clicking the name of cream 
liquor would open a pop-up saying alcohol consumption is forbidden during pregnancy. 
More information on alcohol and substance abuse during pregnancy and parenthood in 
general was also requested.  
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Some participants wondered why multiple births had been raised as headline, but then 
some participants found it very important and hoped for more information on the subject.  
Many participants requested more information about each week of pregnancy. The arti-
cles were felt a little bit shallow and short. Also, more interactivity was requested in the 
pregnancy section. Some participants were wondering could there be a possibility to 
insert data for example the mood and symptoms of the mother. The application would 
work as “a pregnancy diary”. Some participants were wondering could it be beneficial if 
mother and father could combine their account and they could follow up their pregnancy 
together 
The baby equipment list by Vaunuaitta was generally seen very positive. The participants 
found it useful and some told they had made similar lists while pregnant. Some interac-
tivity to the list was requested, some suggested that would be beneficial if the list could 
be shared with their spouse and they could tick boxes when they have purchased the 
equipment. An idea emerged that the application could also provide information what 
other mothers at their area have also bought and some were hoping there could be dis-
count offers for example by showing Layette application at the cash register in 
Vaunuaitta. Some were thinking they would like to have a feature that compares for ex-
ample different prams. One participant pointed out that they would like to edit the list by 
themselves, remove and add items, to customize it. Also, they pointed out sustainable 
development is an important value and the application could also support it by promoting 
second-hand options. 
The physical exercise instructions were found beneficial, but participants were hoping it 
would be more general than just pelvic muscle exercises and presented in a more mod-
ern way. Some participants were discussing an option of a little training diary. The videos 
in the application was considered to be targeted for those who already have given birth 
and more videos were requested for those who are pregnant. Generally physical exer-
cise sections were important and useful. The potential in Bailamama-videos were seen, 
however many participants had not found them from the application. An idea came up 
that the application could remind the user to do their pelvic floor exercises by sending a 
notification. 
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Childhood 
The childhood section was found quite short by many participants. Some suggested It 
could be categorised as “the first year” and then another category for toddler years. They 
felt most of the information in childhood section was for under 1-year old baby, and for 
1-3-year-olds there was only little information. It would make the application clearer if the 
first year of the baby would be a separate category. The participants pointed out they 
have a lot of need for information with older children too. The website of Mannerheim 
league of child welfare was mentioned to include profound information. Many participants 
were wondering if Layette application could include information even until the child is 6 
years old.  
”Mulle esimerkiksi se että 1-2 vuoden välissä ei ollut kuin se yksi teksti niin tuntui liian 
vähältä, kun esimerkiksi 1-vuotiaskin yhden vuoden aikana sillä tapahtuu valtavasti asi-
oita. et jotenkin olis toivonut tähän jotain semmosta niinku puoltoistavuotiaasta et sitäkin 
olis vähä porrastettu, vähän niinku tätä vauvavuotta on hienosti porrastettu, et se olis 
kanssa. ” 
 
“For me for example the fact that between 1-2 years there was only one text felt too little 
like for example 1-year old, during one year happens so many things  I would have hoped 
something like 1,5 years that could have been sectioned like this baby year is nicely 
sectioned, this would be like that too.”  
 
According to the interviews there is a demand for application for parental self-develop-
ment. The participants were hoping there could be more information in the application 
how to develop oneself to be a better parent. More concrete instructions for example 
how to deal with toddler with a tantrum was requested. Also, emotional skills education 
and sexual education was seemed lacking from childhood section. Some participants 
would have hoped that in childhood section they could insert information about their child 
for example important milestones, for example when the baby learns to roll over or learn 
to sit without support. Then the application would become more like a baby book and the 
participants were thinking more people would then return to it. Also, they were discussing 
the possibility to compare the inserted data between siblings. Some topics that raised 
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discussion that participants thought were missing from the application were severe ill-
ness of a child, death of a child, or having a child with disabilities. Also, article on mis-
carriage was found a little bit too short.  
Some participants also brought up the need for more photos and videos when instructing 
something, for example in the first-aid section. In order to reach the full value of videos, 
they should be more illustrative.  
”…imetykseen liittyvä video missä oli mun mielestä niinku kuvattu sitä tota siis et siinä 
tää tyyppi niinku selittää, että tällaisia ja tällaisia imetysasentoja, mutta miksei sit saman-
tien näytettäis niitä. Se niinku sanallisesti kertoo, et niinku tällaisia imetysasentoja on, 
mut, että jos mä niinku yritin jotain niinku esimerkiksi kuvitella, että minkälainen se niinku 
nii en mä niinku ees hiffannu sitä että miksei se vois niinku näyttää siinä.” 
” …breastfeeding-related video where was in my opinion visualized that, I mean some-
one explains that there is these and these kinds of breastfeeding positions, but why not 
show it? They only tell it by words that these kind of breastfeeding positions exits. but if 
I tried to imagine what kind of it is like, I don’t even get it, why can’t they just show it 
there.” 
Some participants opinion was that in many articles there was presented only one option 
or point-of-view of the matter, for example regarding starting solids with a baby, sleep 
training or transferring from breastmilk to other milks. They were thinking that it is not so 
straight forward, and options are many and each family will find best solution for them. 
The participants were discussing that they would like the application to present many 
point-of-views instead of only one. 
”Mulle tuli vähän samansuuntainen olo, että siellä annetaan yksi vaihtoehto aika mo-
nessa. että tuntui että ainakin siinä vaiheessa, kun aloittaa kiinteet niin onko se nyt sit 
soseet vai onko se nyt sit sormiruokailua niin sillee et monista vaihtoehdoista olis niinku 
toivonut enemmän tästä tuli vähän sellainen olo, että kaikki sitten aloittavat soseet... ja 
unikoulut ja muut, siitähän on vaikka mitä opuksia, vaikka kuinka monta erilaista vaihto-
ehtoa, että miten sä voit ylipäätään nähdä tän koko ajatuksen…” 
“I felt the same that they only give one option in many sections, I felt at least in that phase 
when you start solids is it purees or is it finger foods so like from many options I would 
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have wanted more, I felt it said here that everyone will then start with purees…and sleep 
training and stuff, there are many books, so many different options how you can even 
see that whole idea…” 
Cooperation with public health care was also discussed in one interview group. Some 
participants were thinking they would benefit information about how often they need to 
book appointment for Neuvola, information about vaccinations, maternity leave benefits 
and dental care appointments.  
Parenting 
Some participants found it funny that fatherhood was just one section in the parenting 
category. Some were wondering does it need to be called “fatherhood”, instead they 
suggested “the spouse of the expecting parent”, it would take also diverse families into 
consideration. Some participants were happy that fatherhood had been recognized as 
own category in maternity application, however some participants found it strange to 
have own section for fathers because fathers are parents too like mothers and their par-
enting is not specifically different. 
Participants were generally grateful about the content regarding physical recovery from 
delivery. The groups discussed however that they did not find information about the men-
tal health of the mother. The mental health topic was recognized only concerning fathers. 
In two groups post-partum depression raised in conversation and it was pointed out that 
also mothers’ life changes tremendously, not only the fathers’. Some found the father-
hood section a little bit demeaning for the father as an equal parent. The relationship part 
was also found a bit “light”. Some participants were hoping it could include some mental 
exercises they could do together with their spouse. Something that could strengthen up 
their relationship.  
Other features 
Some participants had first mistaken that into the breastfeeding calculator can be in-
serted data about how long they have breastfed and how many times a day. Some par-
ticipants had used that kind of application beforehand and were assuming also this works 
that way. The breastfeeding calculator in Layette enables the user to mark from which 
breast they have nursed or pumped last time, it does not save the data. In general, the 
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breastfeeding calculator was found a nice idea but not necessary or engaging. They 
would have found it more practical and relevant if the breastfeeding calculator would 
save the data, how many times they have fed the baby and how long it has taken and 
which breast they fed. One participant suggested the application could notify the user for 
example every three hours as a reminder to feed the baby. Then the user would reach 
for their mobile phone and remember to use the application.  
”Niin voihan tällainen olla täällä mutta en mä itse en koe tarpeelliseksi mitenkään, jos mä 
en muista kummasta rinnasta mä oon imettänyt viimeksi niin mä en kyl muista käydä 
merkkaamassa sitä tonne niinku äppiinkään.”  
“Well this can be here, but I don’t find this necessary in any way, if I don’t remember from 
which breast I have nursed the last time then I don’t remember to mark it in the applica-
tion either.” 
The kick counter was generally found a nice feature. But like in breastfeeding feature, 
also in the kick counter the participants were wondering why the application does not 
save their data. The kick counter could save the time and the amount of kicks they have 
counted. In all the groups an idea of sleep calculator came up. The participants told their 
experiences about sleep training their baby and told they would have found useful to 
have an application where they could have marked how many times they have woke up 
and how long they were awake. Some participants also thought that contraction-calcula-
tor is “a must-have thing”. In addition to breastfeeding calculator one participant sug-
gested a feature where they could calculate the used diapers too. Especially in the first 
days of baby’s life it is important to calculate the diapers in order to determine whether 
the baby is getting enough milk.  
6.2.4 Satisfaction and engagement  
The application combines pregnancy and childhood up to three years of age which was 
found a positive feature in all the interview groups. According to the interviews, Layette 
application provides extra value to the user because there is no need to download two 
different applications, one for pregnancy and one for baby or toddler when information 
on both can be found in one application.  
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”Mut ehkä ite näki sen arvon tässä siinä että miten tässä pystyi yhdistää nyt sen, että on 
olemassa lapsi ja on raskaana, että ne löytyy ne tiedot samasta sovelluksesta että voi 
olla toki että en oo itse löytänyt mutta yleensä ne on joko raskausäppejä tai lapsiäppejä, 
on niitä semmosia, niin että tässä on niinku molemmat niinku tässä omalla etusivulla 
niinku voi valita että kumman että katsooko omaa raskautta vai sen oman lapsen niin se 
on kiva vähän niinku se mitä sä sanoit alkuun että se yhdistää ne molemmat niin se on 
kyllä” 
 
”But maybe, I saw the value here in that in this you could combine now that there is a 
child and you are pregnant, so those information are found in same application, can be 
though that I have not found but usually they are either pregnancy apps or child apps are 
like that, so that here are like both like here on your own front page like you can choose 
that which one do you look, your own pregnancy or your own child so that is nice a little 
like what you said in the beginning that it combines both so that is it.” 
 
All the groups brought up the opinion that Layette is like a virtual book consisting of 
gathered information. The participants were discussing, what would be the reason to 
return to the application now when everything is already read through. Some participants 
were thinking there needs to be something more than these articles to engage the user 
for longer time.  
“Mä jäin kaipaan just sitä että se olis vähän räätälöidympi kun mä oon antanut ne tiedot 
mun lapsista niin niin tavallaan se ikään kuin suosittelis mulle sen perusteella sitten pa-
remmin et tavallaan siinä ei sit tuu muuta kun datan keruun näkökulma tälle firmalle mie-
leen kun miks mä annan nää tiedot jos se ei tee tätä minulle yhtään sen paremmaksi, 
yksinkertainenkin juttu se niitten ikien kautta että edes ne ikävaiheet olis tarjoiltuna näin 
että tässä iässä tätä ja tätä.” 
”I was missing that it would be more tailor-made when I have given the information about 
my children so it would kind of recommend better according to that, I only kind of think 
that there is only the data collection point-of-view for this company if it does not make it 
(the application) better for me. Simple thing is that via those ages at least those age 
categories would be better offered like in this age this and this. “ 
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Some participants were thinking they would return to the application if there was some 
notification that would remind them about it. Otherwise they felt that they would not go 
back to the application, though it would stay in their phone. Some participants said they 
could use Layette in a situation if they had a problem which they would contact the health 
professionals about, then they could first check if Layette has answer for it.  
 For Layette to remain in active use many participants were requesting more practical 
functions or more personalization. Most of the participants wanted to insert more data of 
their pregnancy and baby. They were suggesting the application should be more like “a 
baby book” where personal data could be inserted, it would give them a reason to come 
back regularly. The participants wanted to track their pregnancy, insert information what 
are they are going through as mothers, as well as milestones of babies’ development. 
They were also requesting data history in order to compare between siblings. 
“Se ei oikein niinku kannusta, täs ei oo oikein mitään mikä kannustaisi tuleen takaisin tai 
niinku monissa äpeissä just se pointti on se, että sä pystyt jotain omakohtaista laittaa 
sinne, tästä tulee sellainen fiilis et tän tavoite on olla vaan tietopaketti mutta sit ku tää ei 
oikein siinäkään mee kauheen syvälle niin mä en tiedä.” 
” It does not encourage, there is nothing that would encourage to come back like in many 
applications there is the point that you can insert personal data in it. Now there comes a 
feeling that the purpose of this is just to be an information package but then even in that 
it doesn’t go very deep, so I don’t know.” 
”Mun mielestä ehkä ylipäätään se et olis niitä toimintoja. mun mielestä niinku appin paras 
juttu on se et siel on toiminnallisuuksia. Niinku versus se että mä googletan jonkun 
asian.” 
“In my opinion that there would be those functionalities in the first place. In my opinion 
the best thing in application is that there are functionalities. Like versus that I just Google 
something.” 
According to the interviews, some participants were hoping there would be more possi-
bilities to connect to other mothers via Layette. They were hoping for a possibility to 
discuss in a group with other mothers who are in same stage of pregnancy for peer-
support. One participant pointed out that the competition for Layette is not only other 
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maternal applications, it is also interactive maternity groups in Facebook and in other 
social media channels. 
Most of the participants felt that the target group of Layette application is pregnant 
women and especially those who are expecting for the first time. Most of those partici-
pants who were not pregnant did not feel the application is targeted for them. The ones 
with two or more children, or parent of 1-3 years old did not felt to be included in the 
target group. Most of the participants would have recommended Layette application to 
their friend who is pregnant for the first time or has just had a baby.  
”Tää on ihan fiksu sillee varsinkin ekaa odottaessa. niin kun mä sanoin tää appi on hyvä 
just niinku ku ekaa odottaa, ku oli ihan pihalla sillee että tässä oli monii hyvii juttui, ku mä 
just ajattelin että mä mun kaverille suosittelen tätä joka sai just esikoisen niin sille” 
”This is smart especially when you are expecting the first baby, like I said this application 
is good when you expect your first, like I was totally out of it and here was many good 
things, like I just thought that I will recommend this to my friend who just had their first 
baby.” 
Development ideas 
One participant was hoping the application would have been able to use also in Swedish. 
It was noted that English version was lacking some articles and features that Finnish 
version had. All in all, the participants seemed to agree that the application has very good 
potential and the original idea of Layette is very good and useful for especially pregnant 
mothers. Especially potential markets were seen in countries that does not have similar 
excellent maternal health care system than Finland has.  
Mostly, the participants were thinking that the articles need to be developed to be more 
in-depth and enhance their reliability by adding the reference under each article. Also, 
more point-of-views were requested on some specific subjects. The themes that the par-
ticipants thought were missing or needed development in the articles were information 
about sexual education, emotional development, parenting over 1 year-old-child, sib-
lings’ relationship, resuscitating a baby, death or serious illness of parent or child and a 
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child with disabilities. All participants found the use of videos relevant, yet some partici-
pants were thinking the videos should be used more efficiently and they should demon-
strate for example breastfeeding and first aid more concretely, step-by-step. 
”No tästä on helppo saada niinku sellainen kokonaiskuva tällaisista teemoista, että mikä 
liittyy niinku raskauteen lapsuuteen ja parisuhteeseen ja vanhemmuuteen mutta että ta-
vallaan hyvin kattava jokaisesta alueesta vähäisen mut just se pintapuolisuus ehkä jäi 
päällimäisenä mieleen. että siinä mun mielestä olis niinku eniten kehitettävää.” 
”Well it is easy to receive an overall picture of these themes, that what is related to preg-
nancy, childhood and relationship and parenting, that kind of very comprehensive a little 
bit about every theme but the impression that was left in my mind was that it is superficial, 
so in my opinion that is were there is most developing.” 
Summary 
In table 2 the user perceptions of Layette are gathered in one table, according to the 
conducted interviews.  
User perceptions of Layette 
Logical, clear, easy to use 
Targeted for women who are pregnant for the first time or just had their first baby, not 
so much for those whose child is over 1 -year old 
Includes relevant, important information about pregnancy and baby care 
Articles are short and give impression of being unfinished, some articles present only 
one point-of-view 
Not enough diversity in pictures, old-fashioned, “image bank”-photos, but in the other 
hand some participants thought the pictures were fresh and modern. 
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Most of the participants would recommend Layette for their friends who are pregnant 
with their first child 
Table 2. The user perceptions of Layette 
 
Table 3 presents the development ideas according to the conducted interviews.  
Development ideas  
More information about sexual education, emotional education, parenting over 1 year-
old-child, siblings’ relationship, resuscitating a baby, death or serious illness of parent 
or child, a child with disabilities 
Videos about first aid and resuscitation, more videos about breastfeeding in which 
techniques are concretely shown 
More functionalities, for example sleep calculator and contraction calculator 
Information where to contact for parenting support, co-operation with public health 
care in Finland 
More diversity in pictures, more consistent design 
The text and videos should be able to turn sideways, subtitles for videos, possibility to 
make text larger 
Table 3. Content development ideas  
Table 4 presents all the ideas that would enhance the engagement of the users of Lay-
ette that have emerged from the interviews.  
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Engagement enhancement ideas 
Notifications for example from daily news or baby feeding reminder or exercise re-
minder 
More functionalities for example sleep calculator, breastfeeding calculator which saves 
data 
More personalized experience -> possibility to insert own data, personal data history 
Daily news changing more often 
Communality, possibility to interact with other users 
Table 4. Engagement enhancement ideas 
 
7 Discussion 
This study explored pregnant and postpartum parents’ perceptions of maternity applica-
tion Layette. The results showed that the parents greatly appreciated the application’s 
ability to provide highly wide range of evidence-based information. The application was 
seen very beneficial especially for pregnant mothers and parents who have just had their 
first child. According to Garcia-Gomez et al. (2014), pregnant mothers are a group who 
are searching information and have a positive attitude towards digital health services. 
Also, in this study, it was clearly shown that mothers of young children are seeking infor-
mation. Many of the participants were already using or had at least tried maternal mobile 
health applications. It is clear, that demand for this kind of services exists.  
The visual design was the theme that divided most opinions. Some found the pictures 
and the style very modern and fresh, when others had formed very strong opinion about 
the pictures being old-fashioned and heteronormative. More relatable images could 
make the application more easily accessible, but then in the other hand more realistic 
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photos could make the application loose part of its freshness. However, more diversity 
could help attracting users, especially when the application is published internationally.  
The usability category rose the least discussion in the interview groups. It might be that 
when the usability is good it might not be really noticed. Participants were not profes-
sional mobile software developers, at least no one pointed that out. According to Good-
man et al. (2012: 23) people are expecting the product to function in a certain way before 
they have tried it the first time. About some features the participants had had different 
expectations according to previous applications they had used. This application func-
tioned differently, and it made them a little bit confused. These functionalities included 
the breastfeeding calculator and the application not opening the specific age group from 
child’s name and the videos and text not turning sideways. According to Hoehle and 
Venkatesh (2015:436) the most common reason for user to abandon the application is 
lack of usability and in this case, no one pointed out any major usability issues. No one 
pointed out that usability issues would affect their use of the application. The reasons 
that the participants were hesitant if they would use Layette were mostly related to con-
tent and lack of functionalities and personalisation.  
Most of the time in the group discussion was spent discussing about the content of the 
articles. The participants were happy with the categories and the wideness of the sub-
jects, but they considered the articles to be somewhat short and shallow. The interviews 
were conducted in December 2018, one year ago, during this time Layette application 
has already developed its content a lot: for example the post-partum depression and 
mental health aspects of the mother has been added as its own category and the resus-
citation of a baby is as well added.  Co-operation with MLL (Mannerheim league for child 
welfare) which was also mentioned in the interviews has widened the content as well. 
Layette is now also working in co-operation with public health care. All in all, the appli-
cation has developed already tremendously, and results of this study must be considered 
keeping in mind the date of the interviews.  
According to Platt et al. 2016 the additional features, enjoyability and data entry, alarms 
and rewards engage the user for mobile application. Also, this study showed that more 
functionalities were missed to make the application more enjoyable. Almost all the par-
ticipants agreed that they would like to make the application more individual. When the 
user needs to enter their data consistently then they need to use the application more 
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often. Like the studies show, the interviews also showed that the users require more 
functionalities to stay interested in applications. It might be expected by users that appli-
cations are more “game-like”, interactive and amusing, the users need a reason to return 
to the application. The participants were also thinking that alarms, notifications would 
remind them to come back to the application.  
According to Goodman et al (2012:23) products with great usability are efficient, func-
tional and desirable for their intended target group. According to the interviews seemed 
that Layette is found efficient and functional, few complained about the usability and the 
content of the application was found comprehensive. Only thing that seemed to be lack-
ing was the desirability.  Layette was found good information package but when every-
thing is read there was no reason to come back to the application. The users seemed to 
not have formed any emotional bond with the application. The participants in the inter-
view were clearly in need of some “catch” that would make them return to the application.  
Many maternity applications already consist of breastfeeding and contraction calculators 
as well as functioning as “pregnancy diaries”. That kind of applications already exists, 
yet evidence-based maternity mhealth applications are not widely available. If the goal 
of Layette is to remain “an information package” and not create any interactive or per-
sonal aspect, then it is already succeeding well. Then the focus on developmental as-
pects could be enhancing the thrust-worthiness and focusing on more in-depth articles 
and adding more point-of-views as well as expanding the toddler-section to widen the 
target group. It was pointed out in the interviews that the competition for Layette is not 
only other maternity applications, it is other social media groups as well. People tend to 
turn to Facebook peer-groups when they have problems and they can receive answers 
quickly from their peers. This information though might not be valid or reliable. The evi-
dence-based information is the best competitive advantage Layette has and would be 
beneficial to further enhance it.  
 Reliability and validity 
The concepts of reliability and validity are in vital role when evaluating the trustworthiness 
of the study. Reliability can be defined as the repeatability of the study. The study can 
be considered reliable if it can be performed again with same methods and receive the 
same results. (Dawson 2002:110.) Validity of the study is defined as the capability of the 
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methods of the study to measure what it is supposed to measure. When evaluating va-
lidity, it needs to be analyzed if the research tool is valid. (Hirsjärvi, Remes & Sajavaara 
2007:226-227.)  Reliability and validity as concepts have usually been linked in quanti-
tative studies. Some researchers have been questioning if these concepts can be used 
also in qualitative study, which is very different from character. (Dawson 2002:110.) Yet 
it is inevitable to evaluate the trustworthiness and credibility of the study somehow. 
(Hirsjärvi, Remes & Sajavaara 2007:226-227.) Especially in the interview study it is not 
straight-forward to evaluate the study by repeating the same interviews. The answers 
that the participants have given in the first study can change in the next one because the 
atmosphere in the interviews can be different. (Hirsjärvi and Hurme 2000:185) 
The reliability in interview studies depend on the quality of its interviews. The interview 
data can be considered reliable if the recordings are good quality, transcriptions are 
made systematically, all the participants have been interviewed not only part of them and 
the content analysis follows the systematic classification. The reliability can be also be 
detected by two evaluators to reach to the same conclusion. However, everyone is mak-
ing assumptions from their own perspectives, so the ideal solution could be to try to reach 
consensus of the results of the study between the two evaluators. (Hirsjärvi and Hurme 
2006: 186) 
In this study the interview recordings were mostly good quality. Transcription was done 
systematically. Transcription of the interviews was a little bit challenging at times, due to 
background noises some sentences had to be left un-transcribed. The implementation 
of the group discussions was yet quite challenging because participants had their chil-
dren with them. Yet, it was not possible to gather the participants without the children 
participating. More opinions and ideas might have come up with more focus on the inter-
view without interruptions of children. However, all the participants in the interview had 
possibility to discuss and express their opinions. According to Mäntyneva et al.2000, 
dominant characters in group discussion can distort the group’s opinion. The facilitator 
may interpret the opinion as group opinion though it is only one person’s opinion. In this 
group discussion there was many dominant characters in each group. Seemed that many 
participants had not formed an opinion of specific subject but then agreed with dominant 
participant. Some participants clearly were struggling to express their opinions in a group 
of strangers. The facilitator of these interviews, the author of the thesis was conducting 
interviews the first time and that might also have influenced the interview. The content 
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analysis in this study was conducted systematically by classifying all the content in the 
same way. None of the participants of the group interviews had any connections to Ap-
plicado Ltd.  
Validity of the study refers to evaluating if the chosen methods are valid for measuring 
what they are intended to measure (Dawson 2002:11). Validity in this study focuses on 
evaluation if the interviews and the interview structure has been valid to produce the 
answers to the research questions. The group discussions seemed to be practical and 
convenient method to provide user’s perceptions of the specific product. There was 
smaller possibility of misunderstandings in face-to-face interaction than in a written ques-
tionnaire form, if the facilitator or the participant was uncertain, they could ask specifica-
tion. The structure of the interview was tested in the pilot interview and it worked well. 
Only 19 participants were interviewed in a group discussion and three participants in the 
pilot interview. The results of the discussions might not be generalisable due to relatively 
small sampling, but they can give direction and inspiration for further study.  
There are also some other aspects that might have affected the results of the study. All 
the participants had not used the application very much prior to the interview, they ad-
mitted they had not had time to get know to it thoroughly, though they were given three 
weeks’ time prior the interviews. Some conclusions can also be made of the background 
of the interview participants. Most of the participants were over 30 years-old and had 
higher level of education. Younger parents and less educated participants might have 
had possibly different opinions. Almost all participants were found from Helsinki Jä-
tkäsaari area, which is urban new area close to city center of Helsinki. If study had been 
conducted also in smaller rural regions of Finland the results might have been different. 
Also, many participants seemed to have already two children. The results of the study 
showed that many participants agreed that Layette application had been very beneficial 
when they were first time pregnant and they would recommend the application for their 
friends who are pregnant with their first child. Different ideas might have emerged if big-
ger part of participants were expecting their first child. Different results might have 
emerged if the participants’ inclusion criteria were pregnant with first child or only one 
child under one year of age. Now the participants who had several children and whose 
children were over 1-year-olds did not consider themselves as target group.  
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 Ethical considerations 
All research consists of ethical aspects (Hirsjärvi and Hurme 2000:19). The Rector’s 
Conference of Finnish Universities of Applied Sciences, Arene, has published ethical 
guidelines for ethical thesis process for all universities of applied sciences. The guide-
lines are based on legislation and national and international recommendations for ethical 
research. (Arene, 2020.) The guidelines consist of ethical checklists for students and 
supervisors as well as instructions for following ethical scientific practice and legislation. 
The ethical recommendations guide the conduct of responsible thesis process in every 
phase. The universities of applied sciences are also committed to guidelines of “Ethical 
principles of research on people and preliminary ethical reviews in the human sciences 
in Finland” produced by the Finnish Advisory Board on Research Integrity (TENK). 
(Arene, 2020.). Especially when conducting interviews, ethical considerations needs to 
be made in all the phases of the research process. Especially in interview research in 
which the researcher is in straight contact with the participants. In an interview research, 
ethical considerations should be made starting from the purpose of the study, planning 
the study, the interview situation itself, transcription, analysis, and then finally in verifica-
tion and reporting. (Hirsjärvi and Hurme 2000: 19-20.) 
The international chamber of commerce (ICC) has created international guidelines of 
marketing research ethics together with European marketing research union (ESOMAR) 
in 1995. Market research must be conducted objectively and according to scientific prac-
tices. Marketing research must follow guidelines of fair competition and written agree-
ment needs to be made between the researcher and the executor. The researcher can-
not reveal any confidential information about executor company’s business to third party. 
The research must be conducted with respect for marketing research in order to remain 
the confidence of public in marketing research. (Mäntyneva et al.2003:24-25.) 
A contract between Applicado Ltd, the author of the thesis and Metropolia University of 
Applied Sciences was made for permission to write this thesis. The conductor of the 
study has no connections to Applicado Ltd and possessed no confidential information 
about the executor company. All the participants have given informed consent of partic-
ipation. In this study all participants were explained the purpose of the study and the use 
of the interview data in master’s thesis and possible use of Applicado Ltd in their product 
development. They were all aware that the recordings and transcriptions will be deleted 
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permanently after the publication of the thesis. The participants were told the data will be 
analysed anonymously and results will be reported by using generalisations in order to 
protect anonymity. No quotes where the participant could be recognized are used. All 
participants have agreed to these terms before participating the discussions. Also, in the 
interview situation confidentiality for all the participants was requested in order to create 
safe atmosphere for discussion. When transcribing the data, all the participants were 
marked by a number. The list of participant’s names was kept in separate place of all 
data and then discarded immediately after the interviews were recorded. The content 
analysis was made systematically by finding general themes from each category from 
each interview. The results were reported as generally as possible, no individual person’s 
identity can be recognized. The results of the study were reported truthfully according to 
the systematic content analysis of the data and in accordance with good scientific prac-
tice.  
8 Conclusions 
The digital transformation has changed the way we deliver health care profoundly. It is 
aimed to develop more efficient, timesaving and cost-saving possibilities for health care 
delivery by replacing or extending already existing services with digital options, for ex-
ample by telemedicine and mobile health applications. The mhealth markets have grown 
exponentially during past few years and it provides new business opportunities for health 
care start-ups worldwide. In addition to business possibilities mhealth can be an answer 
to rising cost of health care and it can also be an efficient tool for promoting health in the 
developed countries as well as in the developing countries. Mhealth interventions have 
already been successfully used to educate health care professionals in low-income-
countries in order to improve the delivered health care.  
Though mhealth markets continue expanding exponentially, the users in the other hand 
can be very demanding and critical. The application stores are full of health care related 
applications to choose from and users abandon applications quickly if they do not meet 
their demands. The focus on user-experience in product design is vital if the aim is to 
make the product successful and “popular favorite”.  
The results of this study showed that the participants highly appreciated the information 
in Layette application and found it to be very beneficial for those who are pregnant for 
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the first time or have just had their first baby. Generally, the usability of the application 
was considered good, though visual design divided opinions in the participants. The con-
tent categories in the application were considered comprehensive but more profound 
information was requested. The participants were missing more functionalities and more 
personalization in the application. Almost all the participants would have recommended 
Layette for their friend who is pregnant with their first child. However, due to the small 
sampling the results of this qualitative study can not be generalized. Yet, conclusions of 
the results and previous studies can be made that there is a high demand for maternity-
related mobile health applications due to active target group of information seekers and 
their positive attitude towards digital health services. Next generation mothers will be 
using the digital forms of health education. Layette has extremely good potential in reach-
ing their target group and developing their product in user-centered manner.  
The data in this study was collected one year ago and Layette has been developed a lot 
during that time. A new focus group discussion would be interesting to conduct now that 
many changes to the application has been made.  For further studies, would be also 
interesting to investigate the perceptions of a little bit different participants for example 
younger pregnant mothers. Would be also interesting to investigate the perceptions of 
Layette in other countries which do not have similar excellent maternity care system than 
Finland has.  
The best competitive advantage of Layette is clearly its strong evidence-base which dis-
tinguishes it from its competitors. Expecting parents as well as health care professionals 
worldwide can benefit the evidence-based information in Layette. With this advantage, 
Layette has great potential in succeeding in national and international markets. 
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Appendix 1 
The background information of the participants -questionnaire 
 
1. Age? 
18-24 
25-29 
30-35 
36-40 
41-45 
46+ 
2. Gender? 
Female 
Male 
Other 
I prefer not to answer 
3. The highest completed level of education? 
High school 
Vocational studies 
Upper secondary level schooling 
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Bachelor’s degree 
Master’s degree 
4. How many children do you have? 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5+ 
I am pregnant/I am expecting for a baby 
5. The ages of children? 
(open field) 
6. Family situation? 
married/cohabition 
Divorced/joined custody 
Single parent 
Something else, describe? 
7. Data usage 
I agree that my answers can be used in data collection of master’s thesis and product 
development of Applicado Ltd. I have received information of the use of the data. 
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Appendix 2 
Structure of the Interview 
 
How long have you been using Layette-app?  
Did you know Layette beforehand? 
 
1.Usability 
What is your opinion on the usability of the application? 
(Is the application easy to use/logical/difficult/clear...?) 
Were there any bugs or errors? Is the navigation logical? 
 
2. Visual design 
What do you think of the visual design of the application?  
What is your opinion of the pictures? 
What other thoughts come to mind about the appearance of the application? 
Did you notice advertisements? What did you think about them? 
 
3. Content 
What do you think about the content of the application? 
Was the information understandable/useful/relevant/up to date/practical/reliable? 
What kind of thoughts rouse up when you read the categories: pregnancy, childhood, 
parenting? 
What did you think about the information videos? 
Were you missing information that was absent? 
What did you think of the other features of the application: 
Bailamama -exercises?  
Kickcounter?  
Breastfeeding follow-up? 
Family’s equipment list 
Daily news? 
Vieno-relaxationvideos? 
Did you think of any features that you were missing? 
 
4. Satisfaction and engagement? 
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In what situation did you use/would use Layette? 
Are you Layette’s target group? 
What did you specifically like and what not? 
Are you planning to continue using Layette? 
How likely would you recommend Layette to your friend? 
General thoughts on Layette? 
 
